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1: The Mammoth Book of True War Stories : Jon E. Lewis :
The Mammoth Book of Endurance and Adventure [Jon E. Lewis] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Fifty vivid true-life accounts from the Great Age of Exploration, in the words of the intrepid adventurers
who survived to tell the tale.

Reviews 30 Singular, capital, wonderfully enjoyable, this is the biggest collection of new Sherlock Holmes
stories published since Sir Arthur Conan Doyle laid down his pen - nearly , words of superb fiction featuring
the Great Detective by masters of historical crime. Almost all the stories are specially written for the collection
and the cases are presented in the order in whi Singular, capital, wonderfully enjoyable, this is the biggest
collection of new Sherlock Holmes stories published since Sir Arthur Conan Doyle laid down his pen - nearly
, words of superb fiction featuring the Great Detective by masters of historical crime. Almost all the stories are
specially written for the collection and the cases are presented in the order in which Holmes solved them. The
result is a life of Sherlock Holmes, with a continuous narrative alongside the stories which identities the gaps
in the canon and places the new and hitherto unrecorded cases in their correct sequence - plus there is an
invaluable, complete Holmes chronology. And with this anthology of pastiches, Mr Brett has bordered on
laryngitis, so perfectly have the various authors captured the persona of Holmes. A very few come close to the
old magic, but most miss it by a little and more often a lot. The problem is finding the good stories amidst the
drudge since they do not come with warning labels. The contents of this book, along-with my thoughts
regarding them, are as under: I am sick of Mr. Tremayne and his Irish-connection stories in every collection of
pastiches, and sincerely hope that editors would stop printing his Irish stories just for a change. Holmes in
Ceylon present Sri Lanka , in another sensational case which is good to read. The Final Years 1. Terrible book
cover - almost stopped me from buying this on my Kindle. For the most part, this anthology lived up to my
expectations. The famous Smith-Mortimer succession case Like the original stories by Doyle, the anthology
has its high and low points-- stories that keep you on the edge of your seat, and stories that seem slightly
anti-climactic. Wells as a character That one really threw me for a loop. I know, I know Get over, hon, no one
cares, it was a great story and an excellent anthology anyway. That aside, it was a great read, and I really
enjoyed it. The contributions were well-written, well-imagined, and entertaining. Most of them were
specifically written for this collection, and many expand on references made by Watson in the Canon; there
are two stories based on his reference to "the repulsive story of the red leech. Written by many authors.
Interesting because several have a definate Jeremy Brett influence in Holmses character. Most of the stories
had the tone and feel of the originals. Most far fetched was the last one about the end of WWI. A look at the
many untold cases of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. The collection contains twenty-six stories divided into various
sections. Sadly, I would have to say that some of the stories contained within are not as well written as some
of the fan fiction found on the internet, both those based on the Canon series as well as the later adaptations
shown on film and television. But be prepared, because The Mammoth Book collections are huge! John
Watson discovers a very early case of Sherlock Holmes while slowly working his way out of the grief of
Reichenbach. With additional information later provided by Holmes himself once he returns to London,
Watson writes of the theft of a Rembrandt from New College. Holmes, attending Grenville College at the
time, is introduced to the case by William Spooner, the man behind spoonerisms. Intrigued, Holmes decides to
see what he can find out about the missing painting. A lovely enough tale, although I always find the absence
of Watson to bring my joy down a bit. Interesting idea that Moran took a particular hatred to Holmes for a
previous encounter. Bertram shares concern over her stepmother suddenly refusing to see her, according to her
actual children. An interesting story which has a definite hint of Canon style tales. You feel sorry for the
younger adults, but at least Sherlock tried to help as much as he could. Hoch When Vittoria Costello was
chosen by a local circus as the prettiest female, she earned a job with them. She is convinced that a potential
rival wants her dead. It is up to Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Perhaps a bit lighter than the subject matter suggests,
but likeable enough. When the art reappears the next day, Holmes suspects a possible substitution. I really
enjoyed this one, based on the writing alone. Cecil Forrester knew items were going missing from her
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household, but refused to believe that her maid, Sarah, was behind the thefts. She asks Holmes to take a good
look and discover the real culprit. Very domestic, although he quickly realized who the actual culprit was
before even stepping into the household. Admittedly it was fairly obvious to the reader. He had later enlisted
in the military, serving with honor until retirement. Friends from that earlier time have being murdered and he
suspects it goes back to the Amateur Mendicant Society, named for a group of spies whose roots stretched
back to the Roman Empire. One of the more fascinating tales, with some basis in historical facts. The
willingness of the real spy network to allow poor Pendleton-Smythe to live simply because Holmes is
occasionally some use to them was a bit of a stretch, but acceptable. Smith Case after case, with no surcease,
has Holmes on the verge of collapse. While staying at the inn, they hear of many mysterious happenings and
incidents, but nothing that pulls Holmes to help until MacGlevin, the Laird of Uffa, accuses the Grice
Patersons of stealing the MacGlevin Buckle. Quite possibly my favorite story to date. There is an almost
Agatha Christie feel to it, a group of people practically marooned while a crime is committed. Yet it is pure
Conan Doyle when he was at the height of his mystery writing. More sedate than action filled, yet there is
Sherlock Holmes scrambling about to help the local constabulary find the correct villain. It is also the longest
story to date in the book. Because the elderly family doctor declared the cause of death to be lockjaw, Holmes
may her only hope to prove otherwise. Definitely falls into one of those convenient endings that Doyle came
to love at the end of his Sherlock Holmes writing career. Brothers Bruce and William Atkinson, neighbors of
Trevor, had mysteriously disappeared one evening without a trace. A tale that has a dollop of supernatural
thrill and a horrible ending. Hudson has arranged renovations to b Baker Street and needs the two men gone.
She suggests a place on Dorset Street run by her sister-in-law. While there, they make the acquaintance of
American James Macklesworth, who believes his British cousin may have been murdered. Honor, promises,
disguises, lies, death, and theft all twist throughout this tale. There is even a crossdressing villain and an injury
to Holmes himself to fill out the story even more. Interesting and a peek into how the two men relax together.
Sir Andrew Lewis had lost his son to the same illness years before his own death. Holmes is determined to
find out the cause. I love these types of stories, archaeology and curses, mysterious illnesses and deaths. Even
the villain of the piece long ago received his punishment for his sins, even if it was extreme and hurt others
unintentionally. Nice addition of real science history to the story. Gresh Inspector Girac of the French Surete
has come to beg Holmes for help to prevent the assassination of the new President of the Republic. It is
suspected that Jewish anarchists have hired Jacques Huret in retaliation for the conviction of Dreyfus. A bit of
political commentary mixed with the mystery. Hopefully it will encourage readers to delve deeper into the
facts of the Dreyfus case and the issues behind it. Wells brings a case of science and murder to Sherlock
Holmes. Ralph Brimicombe claimed to have discovered a way of using electricity to offset gravity, thereby
allowing people to be able to fly, perhaps even to the moon. Now Ralph is dead, found in his Inertial Adjustor
chamber, but who killed him and why? A sad tale of chances taken and opportunities lost, of science
overtaking reason, and of ambition becoming more important than familial love. Four murders had been
committed, three of them having their hearts torn out of their chests. This may be the first story in which
Watson has something of importance to contribute. Too often we are given a dolt, even less contributing than
any filmed version. Keating A mysterious patient pulls Dr. Watson out of London, the tale intriguing Sherlock
Holmes enough to have him follow his friend to the next visit. The consulting detective believes the patient is
a monarch in disguise. Holmes was too out of character. Already at odds with his suspicious sister, a woman
who speaks with spirits, Martin is terrified he may be going mad. The use of electricity and a pin to prevent
the transfer of the estate was a novel idea, well thought out. A touch of the macabre lends itself to the tale,
even if unreal. Villains would be better served not to be clever and avoid bringing Sherlock Holmes into their
plans. The public release could cause great difficulties for the government. And, yes, I did get the reference of
the woman in question and her loyal retainer. Once a man of great focus, he seems to be exhausted, drinking,
and carousing. A tale of brotherly jealousy that ends badly when Holmes realizes the truth about the situation
too late to save their victim.
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Includes bibliographical references (p. []). "Eyewitness stories of danger and discovery from the age of exploration's
most intrepid pioneers"--Cover.

3: The mammoth book of endurance & adventure | Open Library
He is also editor of many The Mammoth Book of anthologies, including the bestselling On the Edge and Endurance and
Adventure. He holds graduate and postgraduate degrees in history. His work has appeared in New Statesman, the
Independent, Time Out and the Guardian.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

5: The Mammoth Book of New Sherlock Holmes Adventures - Book Kindle
The mammoth book of endurance & adventure. by Lewis, Jon E., Publication date Topics Voyages and travels,
Adventure and adventurers.

6: The Mammoth Book of Climbing Adventures by Jon E. Lewis
the mammoth book of endurance and adventure Download the mammoth book of endurance and adventure or read
online books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to get the mammoth book
of endurance and adventure book now.

7: Jon E. Lewis | LibraryThing
The Mammoth Book of Endurance and Adventure [Jon E. Lewis] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. This collection of classic tales comprises over 50 accounts of true-life adventure taken from
contemporary memoirs.

8: The Mammoth Book of Antarctic Journeys : Jon E. Lewis :
The Mammoth Book of Endurance and Adventure by Jon E Lewis (Editor) starting at $ The Mammoth Book of
Endurance and Adventure has 2 available editions to buy at Half Price Books Marketplace.

9: the mammoth book of | eBay
The Mammoth Book of Endurance and Adventure by Jon E Lewis (Editor) starting at $ The Mammoth Book of
Endurance and Adventure has 2 available editions to buy at Alibris UK.
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